
 

 

 



 

 

About AL-AHLY 

The brand name Of Sabbour has a 
ground-breaking history with reputable 
successes across multifarious fields; 
starting from residential compounds, 
retail, mixed used developments, to 
business and medical complex. Over and 
above Sabbour owns sports and social 
clubs, hotels and touristic resorts, and 
provides urban planning and consulting 
services. 
Furthermore, in 1994 the two market 
leaders in their respective industries, Al 
Ahly Bank and Hussein Sabbour 
Consulting came together to establish Al 
Ahly for Real Estate Development. The 
joint venture resulted in the creation of one 
of the largest real estate developers in the 
region; a pioneer in its domain inspiring 
many companies to follow in providing the 
highest possible standards of living. 
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l'Avenier Facilities 

CLUB House 

TENNIS Courts 

FOOTBALL Courts 

SWIMMING Pools 

MEDICAL Center 

NURSERY 

MOSQUE 

KIDS Area 

HEALTH Club 

RETAIL Area 
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